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Real Remy Human Hair Extensions


Remy Human Hair Extensions Online






With over 15 years industry experience, Cliphair is a leading remy human hair extension shop in the UK, with customers from all over the world. From clip in and tape in extensions to permanent micro rings, one pieces and ponytail extensions, Cliphair has the best hair extension range in the UK. 




If you're new to hair extension, learn more about our product types and how they work in our hair extension buying guide. Or for maintenance advice, read our hair extension care guide now. Read more




In a whole range of shades, every one of the gorgeous Remy hair extensions you can see is available for you to buy online and can be delivered to your door wherever you are. Only real human hair extensions made from the best quality Remy hair will do when you want to look absolutely fabulous. Read less
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      REAL HUMAN HAIR EXTENSIONS

      Hair Extension Types & Styles

      

      
        Cliphair specialises in human hair extensions made from the highest quality 100% Remy hair. To give you that natural, fuller glossy look you deserve.


        We also have a fantastic range of Remy human hair tape in hair extensions alongside our clip in hair extensions, available in a variety of lengths and colours to suit all hairstyles and preferences. Whether you want a clip in hair extension that you can fix yourself in minutes or tape in extensions which can be applied by your hairdresser worn for 6 to 8 weeks before they need to be repositioned.Read more
      

      
        
          If you want to buy hair extensions online that are guaranteed to be of the highest quality, Cliphair is the only sensible choice. We specialise in human hair extensions made from 100% Remy hair of the finest quality and we only stock the richest, glossiest, and highest quality hair extensions currently made. Read less
        

      

    

    

    
      HAIR EXTENSION STYLES

      Straight Or Curly Hair

      

      
        Choose from our straight and curly human hair extensions to add volume to your hair. Whatever your hair type and desired style, you will find the perfect Remy human hair extensions for you right here in our online store. 


        Our double weft hair extensions and ultra-volume clip on hair extensions make it easy to add as much volume as you need in just a few minutes, in the comfort of your own home. Perfect for nights on the town, shopping trips with friends or any other time you want to look absolutely stunning, our volumizing clip in hair pieces are easy to use and with our free colour matching service, you know that your new real hair extensions will blend in seamlessly with your natural hair. Read more
      

      
        
          For effortless glamour and style, our range of human hair extensions is hard to beat. But if you are looking for a more permanent solution to thin hair that you wish had more volume, we recommend checking out our semi-permanent hair extensions and making an appointment with your favourite hairdresser.
        

        
          Whether you are a professional hairdresser looking to buy permanent and tape-in hair extensions for your clients or someone who wants the highest quality clip-in hair extensions the UK has to offer, to style your own hair at home, you can order your Remy clip in real hair extensions in the UK with complete confidence from Cliphair. Read less
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						How to Apply and Style a Full Head Of Clip-In Hair Extensions
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  Top Hair Extension Quality

  beautiful hair, sourced & at great prices

  

  
      
        Whether you are a professional hairdresser looking to buy permanent and tape-in hair extensions for your clients or someone who wants the highest quality clip-ins hair extensions we have to offer, you can order online with confidence from Cliphair. Read more
      

      
        
          With real human hair clip in extensions made from Remy quality grade hair, which ensures all the hair is from one source and has intact cuticles, aligned in the same direction.
        

        
          A key benefit is that real human hair extensions look more natural and discreet than fake hair extensions, they can even be styled using heated hair tools which synthetic hair cannot.
        

        
          When you order your human hair extensions for UK delivery from our store, you can expect to receive them within 2-3 days and as fast as the next morning with our express delivery service. Read less
        

      

    

  
  	
    
      
        
          Add Volume

          To add a volume and body to your hair choose from our straight and curly hair extensions. Our double weft hair extensions and ultra-volume clip on hair extensions make it easy to add as much volume as you need in just a few minutes, in the comfort of your own home. Read more

          
            
              Our volumising clip-in hair pieces are easy to use and with our free colour matching service, you know that your new real hair extensions will blend in seamlessly with your natural hair.
            

            
              If you are looking for a more permanent solution to thin hair that you wish had more volume, we recommend checking out our semi-permanent hair extensions and making an appointment with your favourite hairdresser.
            

            
              We only stock the highest quality bonded, tape-in and clip on hair so we can guarantee that you will be absolutely delighted with your real hair extensions when they arrive. If you are wondering what it is that makes our Remy clip in human hair extensions the best choice for style-conscious ladies in the UK and all around the world, consider the following advantages they have to offer. Read less
            

          

        

        
          Ethically Sourced Hair

          We insist that all of the hair extensions we sell are not only made from the finest quality human hair but are ethically sourced too. When you buy from us, you can do so with complete peace of mind.

        

        
          Real Human Hair Extensions You Can Style Like Your Own Hair

          Cliphair human hair extensions can be styled just like your own hair. You can curl, tong and straighten your extensions to your heart’s content. Allowing you to style and change your hair style. Whereas artificial hair extensions and will melt from the heat! Read more

          
            
              We don’t recommend are bleaching or lightening your extensions. You can dye them a different colour if you fancy but please remember they may react differently to your own hair when dyed.Read less
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          Free Colour Matching

          When you order anything from our hair extensions human hair range, we provide a free colour matching service so you can be sure that your hair extensions will blend perfectly with your hair.

        

        
          Hair Extension Delivery Worldwide

          Cliphair Limited is based in the UK so overseas deliveries may take a little longer, but you won’t have to pay any delivery charges: you get affordable real hair extensions of the highest quality, delivered for free! Read more

          
            
              If you would like an easy way to change your hairstyle in seconds, our ponytail hair extensions can be attached with an invisible comb and ribbon before you head out and because they are also 100% real hair, nobody will know except you! Read less
            

          

        

        
          Cliphair Human Hair Extensions UK Specialists: Beautiful Hair for Longer

          Our high quality Hair Extensions are manufactured from the best grade of Remy hair and designed to look great for longer. You will find that your new Natural Hair Extensions stay in superb condition for many months, up to a year in some cases. Read more

          
            
              If you opt for Tape In Extensions, you can wear them for 6-8 weeks before you need to have them re-taped and if you choose bonded Real Human Hair extensions, you can enjoy your new longer and thicker hair style for 8-12 weeks before needing to reposition. Read less
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    FAQ's

    

      
        	
            
            Which Hair Extensions Are Best?
            	
                The best Hair Extensions for you will be the ones that fit your needs and lifestyle perfectly. If you want to be able to change your hairstyle often, Clip In Hair is the best option. Tape In and other Permanent Extensions types are better for hairstyles you want to keep longer.
              


          
	
            
            What does Remy Hair Extensions Mean?
            	
                Remy Hair Extensions are the best quality Human Hair Extensions available. All the hair is from one donor and it is guaranteed to have intact cuticles that are all aligned in one direction. Insist on Remy hair if you want to look your best.
              


          
	
            
            Are Your Hair Extensions Double Drawn?
            	
                All the hair in our “Remy Royale” collection is Double Drawn. The rest of our hair is Single Drawn but still a very good thickness. For more guidance on which is type of real hair extension is right for you feel free to contact our customer service team.
              


          
	
            
            What Are Cliphair Hair Clips Made From?
            	
                We use small metal clips with silicone lining for extra comfort and secure grip. The silicone tubing is also much better for the hair as it prevents rubbing and breakage. They weigh less than 1g each and are just 1inch wide meaning they are very easy to hide even in the finest of hair.
              


          
	
            
            What is the difference between Temporary Extensions and Permanent Extensions?
            	
                A Temporary Hair Extension can be placed in and taken out very quickly, and usually are fixed into place with clip, hence they are mostly known as Clip In Hair Extensions. A Permanent Extension is attached by a few different methods and are usually in place for 6/12 weeks.
              


          
	
            
            What Hair Extension types are classed as Permanent and what a classed a Temporary?
            	
                Types of Permanent Hair Extensions can include Weave, Nanos, I Tips, Micro Rings and Tapes, once attached by these methods the extensions can be in for anything up to 12 weeks. Types of Temporary Hair Extensions are usually called Clip in’s which are only placed for up to 8 hour at a time, and should last you 6 months.
              


          
	
            
            How are Permanent Extensions Attached to the Hair?
            	
                Weaves are sewn into your natural hair. Nano or Micro Eings; applied with a small ring to hold your hair and the small piece of extension in place. Tape ins are pre glued pieces of hair that are placed between your natural hair. 
              


          
	
            
            How long do Permanent Human Hair Extensions take to put it?
            	
                This really depends on the method chosen, the longest method is Nano Rings which can take anything up to 4/5 hours depending on the length of hair. The quickest Permanent Real Hair Extension is Tapes, these can take anything from 1/2 hours to apply. We recommend that any permanent hair extension be applied by a salon professional.
              


          


        Read more FAQs
        
          	
              
              How long do Clip In Extensions take to put in?
              	
                  This really does depend on how many pieces or sets you are placing in your hair, this can be a quick as 10 minutes to 30 minutes. This can take some practice but can be learnt fairly quickly and carried out at home.
                


            
	
              
              How do I know which Real Hair Extension is best for my hair type?
              	
                  This will depend of what you wish to achieve, try not to go for anything to heavy in weight if you have fine hair as you may you have difficulty in keep extensions to stay in place. If in doubt talk to our customer service team who can help you make the right hair extension choice for you and find out why we have a 4.4 rating on Trust Pilot.
                


            
	
              
              Do you have samples of your shades?
              	
                  We don’t have samples of our shades that we can send out, but we do offer a colour match service to help you get the correct shade, just click here.
                


            
	
              
              Will I need special shampoo and conditioner for my Hair Extensions?
              	
                  Yes you will need  Sulphate free products, this is because normal shampoo contains sulphate  which is the cleaning agent this can break down the adhesive that attaches some hair extensions.
                


            
	
              
              Can I add a different colour to my hair?
              	
                  Yes you can add a tone to lighten your hair or a tone to darken or maybe you want to add a Balayage shade adding colour, extensions is a good way of changing or adding colour and not having to colour your own hair.
                


            
	
              
              Can you curl/tong/straighten Cliphair Hair Extensions?
              	
                  Yes you can do all of the above, our hair is 100% Remy human hair, so you can style your extensions how you wish, just remember to use heat protection.
                


            
	
              
              How long do hair extensions usually last?
              	
                  Hair extensions typically last anywhere from 2 to 6 months, depending on several factors. The longevity of hair extensions is influenced by factors such as the quality of the hair, the method of installation, how well they are cared for, and the individual's hair growth rate.
                


            


          Visit our customer information page for more information. Read less FAQs
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